
Mark Entzminger: Sessions 
The Science of Storytelling 
How does storytelling impact our effectiveness as communicators of the Gospel? In what ways can we 
learn the science so that the art of storytelling can flourish.  This session walks through several models of 
storytelling to give the participants a foundation to build upon as they practice their craft.

What Do We Capture? 
Our goal is more than having their eyes and ears, to make them laugh, and follow our instructions.  We 
are called to participate in heart transformation. Discover practical children’s ministry techniques to help 
hold attention, inspire imagination, and capture the hearts of children.  

AJs Family Ministry Model 
People in the church understand discipleship begins in the home.  But where do you begin? How can you 
help leaders and parents all begin to understand the same language? Can it be simplified in 
understanding to help every parent and every leader begin to increase their effectiveness at creating 
faith-rich environments?

A 3M-based session

Leaving a Spiritual Legacy 
People want to be remembered.  But would we be comfortable being forgotten if the people who come 
after us know God because of how we live today?  Discover Bible-based principles that can help every 
parent and church leader increase their effectiveness in creating faith-rich environments.

A 3M-based session

Committed to Our Kids 
What does it take to build faith that will last?  This five-session 4+ hour training takes the participants on a 
deep dive of how those in the church and home can actively participate in what the Holy Spirit is doing in 
the lives of children.  Includes either AJ’s Family MInistry Model or Leaving a Spiritual Legacy as the 
foundation.

A 3M-based deep dive

Unpacking the Big God Story 
From how we view the Scriptures to practical tips on ways to draw out spiritual truths from the Bible, this 
session sets a strong foundation to ensure teachers are connecting their lesson to the heart of God as the 
foundation for how we live a moral and virtuous life.

The Master Storyteller 
A.W. Tozer said, “What comes into a persons mind when they think about God is the most important thing 
about them.”  If this is true, perhaps we need to discover our own perspectives of God so that we view 
this world correctly through the lens of Scripture and our relationship with the Creator.  This illustrated 
message will provide powerful perspectives to people of all ages.
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Personal Growth Plan 
When leaders are stagnant in their growth it won't be long until the team begins to become unstable. It is 
critical for leaders to have intentional growth plans and a strategy to invest in those they are leading. This 
practical workshop will help leaders set a direction for their own personal growth and their ministry. 

Unleashing Creativity 
Ideas are generated when we get creative. Yet teams often fall into basic traps and fall short of truly 
unleashing their creativity. Discover practical rules that will help your team truly be creative. Creative 
ideas can happen anywhere and out of the blue. Even the most "creatively challenged" can participate 
when they understand these rules.

Unders of Leadership 
Discover some of the most underdeveloped and underutilized traits of leaders. When these traits are put 
on cruise control teams will begin to struggle to move forward. However, when these traits are addressed 
by the leader, the team can begin moving ahead with efficiency and accomplishing something great 
together.
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